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#music #movie #mp3 #download #dualQ: Posting a Facebook conversation to a Facebook page with
laravel 5 I have a mobile app I'm developing which posts to a user's Facebook wall. I need to take the

conversation that the user is having on their wall, pick out the first post in that conversation, and post it
to a Facebook page. What I was thinking to do was to use the Facebook Java SDK to navigate through the
posts in the conversation and find the first post. I'm working in php, but I could navigate through the SDK
in the original Java version. Any suggestions? A: Have you looked at the REST API for posts? Specifically,
FB Graph API - POST /v2.3/{page-id}/feed? There is a requirement for the page-id parameter to be the ID
of the page. See for more info. A/W 2006, Two-Dimensional Alkyl Ethers - Containing Various Fluoride Ions

As Symmetrical Chiral Nucleating Agents. A new series of non-racemic two-dimensional alkyl ethers
containing various fluoride ions as chiral building blocks were synthesized and characterized for the first
time. X-ray single crystal analysis and theoretical calculations showed that the nucleating ability of the
molecule is driven by the bulky, electron-rich alkyl ether scaffold which also facilitated conformational

flexibility. Based on the two-dimensional alkyl ethers as chiral nucleating agents, alligator leather-like thin
films were fabricated and the impact of the chiral building blocks on the surface morphology of as-
deposited thin films was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The single-crystal X-ray

diffraction (XRD) analysis and optical activity measurements of these films showed that the molecules
have different preferential growth directions, that is, those with bigger molecular size preferentially
oriented on the {100} plane, and those with smaller sizes grew preferentially on the {111} plane.Q:
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